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Psychiatrist, Dr. Kirsten Leone is a leading figure in her field, respected by colleagues and

clients alike, but her personal life is in shambles, as she finds herself caught up in a tumultuous

secret relationship she cannot share with her family. When a series of gruesome murders

stumps law enforcement agencies nationwide, Kirsten consults on an intense FBI investigation

in hopes of luring out the methodical and manipulative killer. However, as her involvement in

the case deepens, the killer begins targeting not only Kirsten but also her loved ones. The hunt

tests her professional skills and the limits of her psyche, but it also raises a troubling question:

What links Kirsten to the killer—and how much of herself is she willing to sacrifice to stop him?

Official Review: Elephants and Chopping Blocks RetainTheir Natural Color... Post by

topdan30» 25 Aug 2018, 13:13 [Following is an official OnlineBookClub.org review

of"Elephants and Chopping Blocks Retain Their Natural Color" by J.Hawki.] Elephants

andChopping Blocks Retain Their Natural Color is a novel by J. Hawki.The book put meoff at

first with its title and the cover page design until I read thedescription. This is not a children's

book as some may think, but a fictionalbook with crime, mystery, horror, investigation, and love.

It contains sex,violence language and graphic scenes which makes it inappropriate for

children.Therefore, I recommend it to lovers of a good fictional novel with much dramaand

suspense.Dr Kirsten Leone is a psychiatrist working in Baltimore. After experiencing

heartbreak,she decided to spend her work leave with her family in New York. She did notknow

that her experience on the train from Baltimore to New York will changeher life forever.A vicious

and prolific killer is back after an extended absence, and has returned toBaltimore metro area.

He kills indiscriminately. Like death itself, it wasdifficult to envisage how he will strike, where

and why he strikes. The onlything that is certain is when. The FBI needs Dr. Kirsten Leone to

help out intheir investigation as she had done before on this same case.At this stage, the

hunters are now the hunted as the killer is determined totake them all down. The killer is now

obsessed with Dr. Kirsten and determinedto have her and take her down.Why is the killer

obsessed with her? What turned her from being part of thehunter to become a prey of this

vicious killer?This is a book I enjoyed reading. It has a lot of likable, well-developed anddetailed

characters. All characters belonged together as none looks out of place.The book is just 222

pages and 69 chapters. It has a lovely conclusion butleaves numerous questions for the next

book. The story in this book moves at agood pace and it's easy to get absorbed in it.There

were so many aspects of this story that I loved. The Leone family and theirattitude towards life,

the theory of Dr. Kirsten's about the mental status of thekiller and the unrelenting nature of the

killer in subduing his prey make thebook interesting to read. I also love Joe Leone's theory

which says; "Who willprevail and who will perish is determined much more by who is more

expert inthe use of the weapon than by who is male and who is female". The theory bringsinto

view the issue of gender equality.I found no flaw in this book, and I am anxious to read the

second book.Therefore, I rate Elephantsand Chopping Blocks Retain Their Natural Color4 out

of 4 stars.******Elephants and ChoppingBlocks Retain Their Natural Color --This text refers to

an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorElephants and Chopping Blocks Retain

Their Natural Color, is the inaugral work of J. Hawki, a promising new author and professional

in Health Care Administration. J. Hawki is married and lives in Maryland with her husband and

family. Elephants and Chopping Blocks Retain Their Natural Color was first published in 2012,



and revised in 2013. --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Elephants and Chopping Blocks Retain Their Natural Color- Synopsis, by J. Hawki Baltimore

psychiatrist, DR. KIRSTEN LEONE heads home to New York to rest and contemplate her

disrupted personal life. Her love, ELIZABETH MCINTYRE, has left her to return to her abusive

husband. Kirsten struggles with questions about her sexuality and how to share it with her

family.&nbs
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Annette R. Johnson, “Excellent read. I could not put it down.. It is not that often that my

schedule allows me to read a book but this book was so intriguing that I read it before I read

my homework. I would recommend to everyone that likes thrillers. Well written. Easy read.

Looking forward to reading the next one.”

jeanna Tillery, “Great read, a wonderfully written thriller that keeps you turning the pages, loved

it!. Elephants and Chopping Blocks Retain Their Natural Color is a great first book by an new

author. Jhawki can weave a tale, carrying you along at a great pace and keeping you

interested. It is a thriller, and it delivers,I couldn't put it down. A great read, I can't wait for part

2.”

MissHowell1974, “elephants and chopping blocks retain their natural color. Read this book in

approx 1 week, easy read, kept my interest from the first page. wondering if the author will

write a sequel”

Karen E. Foster, “Great Book from a new writer.. Wonderful story, I couldn't' put down. Waiting

for the sequel. Great job J. Hawki. The story keep one wanting more.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “AWESOME READ!!!. Don't blink..... you may miss something!!! Could not

put this book down.... A true page turner..I needed to know what would happen next!!! One of

my new favorites  for sure!!!”

Majulia, “Outstanding. I read this book within a day. I could not put it down. I was drawn into it

from page 1. Waiting on book 2. A great writer, she is!”

Rosa L. Griffin, “Best in a long time!. Review of J. Hawki’s Elephants and Chopping Blocks

Retain Their Natural Color.J. Hawki has written one of the best books I have read in a long

time. Her voice is intelligent and creative. Her book is so well written.How much is enough?

When do you turn on your enemy and say no more?Hawki’s characters, who are full of life and

diverse, must decide these things. There is the main character, Dr. Kirsten Leone, a forensic

psychiatrist who runs a prosperous psychiatric business, but doesn’t have time for love or
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intimacy. She is a profiler of serial killers on the side.The other women who are a part of this

story are: Liz, the woman who has allowed her husband to isolate her and her children without

a phone. Leda, another woman who foolishly kept having children because she thought her

various lovers’ moneys would never run out. Vera, Leone’s mother, worries that her daughter

will never find happiness. Leone discovers a new grandmother, Sadie, she never knew that

she had.The men in her life are stubborn FBI agents, her caring father Joe who equips her to

handle any physical situation, her caring brothers and other relatives, her mentor Malcolm who

is a man of little feeling, and an assortment of suspicious male characters, some of whom

show up in the first couple of pages.J Hawki handled a complicated story with ease, and when

you read it you will understand the depth of that. Flashbacks are few but just in time and

appropriate.  I enjoyed her book thoroughly and it was hot action from beginning to end.”

Workdforme, “I couldn't put the book down!. This book was AMAZING!!! I can't think of one

critism to offer, other than that one will be longing for more once they complete the final page!!

I a was sent on a roller coaster of emotions as i became inserted into the lives of the Leone

and Tobias families and i can't wait to see what happens next between Kirsten and Malcolm in

the second book. Th J. Hawki is a prolific writer that truly has a gift. If you enjoy reading thrillers

that really keep you engaged, this book is for you!!!!!”

The book by J Hawki has a rating of  5 out of 5.0. 11 people have provided feedback.
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